Plug in FM
antenna

Plug in UHF
antenna
50-75dBuV

Use DC ribbon cable
to power 4 modules to
left and 4 to the right

Set up with 21MM-MDS-S-19-4AMP
Sat 1 input
12734MHz 72-80dBuV
Sat 2 input
MHz 70-75dBuV
See MDS Spec for Digital requirements.
Top part of modules
carry the RF from
antenna through to
next module

Bottom part of
modules carry the RF
after processing
through to next
module

Step#2
Program the
balance of the
UHF channels
Program from lowest to
highest for ease of recall.
Lable Channels after
completed

Step#1
Program the first
2 UHF channels

Step#3
Plug in meter here and
balance all UHF carriers to
72dBuV. This includes any
Modulated Digital channels.
Ensure FM is 20dB lower
than Digital.
This is the output from the
Headend into the MDS™
Distribution system. A 6dB
attenuator maybe required.

Plug in FM
antenna

Plug in UHF
antenna
50-75dBuV

Use DC ribbon cable
to power 4 modules to
left and 4 to the right

Set up with 21MM-MDS-S-AMP
Sat 1 input
12734MHz 72-80dBuV
Sat 2 input
MHz 72-80dBuV
See MDS Spec for Digital requirements.
Top part of modules
carry the RF from
antenna through to
next module

Bottom part of
modules carry the RF
after processing
through to next
module

Step#2
Program the
balance of the
UHF channels
Program from lowest to
highest for ease of recall.
Label Channels after
completed

Step#1
Program the first
2 UHF channels

Step#3
Plug in meter here and
balance all UHF carriers to
80dBuV. This includes any
Modulated Digital channels.
Ensure FM is 20dB lower
than Digital.
This is the output from the
Headend into the MDS™
Distribution system
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SUP
3AMP

Setting up of the MDS™ Distribution

Tap output is 5dB down from A/B/C/D and
designed to feed Fibre transmitter.
If running full 2-wire-system then 2 Fibre
transmitters required

A
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SUP
3AMP

Ensure Line voltage is switched
off when testing.
Plug meter in here,
Terrestrial output on highest UHF
carrier should be 84dBuV.
Set SAT1 gain on Highest
transponder 12734MHz @ 86dBuV.
On SAT2 set output level of highest
transponder to 86dBuV

Ensure Line voltage is switched
off when testing.
Plug meter in here,
Terrestrial output on highest UHF
carrier should be 84dBuV.
Set SAT1 gain on Highest
transponder 12734MHz @ 86dBuV.
On SAT2 set output level of highest
transponder to 86dBuV

The system is now all set to run up to 4 trunks A/B/C/D, each trunk
can be up to 90M in length using RG11 coax.
Each trunk can have up to 3 taps.
Longer runs can be achieved by using fibre.

Headend

30M
RG11Q

As a general rule the first tap will be
20dB, second 15dB and third and
last is 10dB.
This is the case when running 90M,
if maximum trunk length is 60M then
4 taps can be used 20/15/15/10.
Or use appropriate tap to lower level
into switch to 58-65dBuV.
A MDS-S-2SPLIT can also be used
at end of trunk to run
2 x MDS-S-*SWITCH

Ports 1-8
>30M RG6QS

A

1

A

30M
RG11Q

Note**Ensure DC
switch on TAP is
“OFF” when testing

1

58-65dBuV

Ports 1-8
20-30 RG6QS
Ports 8-16
0-20 RG6QS
A

2

A

2

30M
RG11Q
A

Ports 1-16
25-30M RG6QS
Ports 17-32
10-20M RG6QS

3

A

Second half of ports
on the 16 and 32-portswitch is 1.5-2.5dB
less than first half, this
allows for varied cable
length.

3

For MDS™ compliant systems
where outlet or apartment
switch is max 30M from
switch.
Plug meter onto port 1 and set
output level to 66dBuV.
If cable length is greater than
30M allow 2dB more gain per
10M

